SOFTWARE AG BULGARIA

DISCOVER THE TEAMS BEHIND THE SCENES

681 AG Bulgaria was founded

Bulgarians were the first to use the Cyrillic alphabet

5000 BC Sofia, the capital of Bulgaria, one of the oldest European cities

Research & Development
Develops the software of the future! 68%

12 GIGABYTES
Software produced each day

Marketing
Spreads the word through all channels! 6%

2M+
Web site visits per year

GCS Consulting
Delivers customers projects faster! 17%

15+ consultants
3+ service engineers
16+ projects
6 countries

150+ employees
THE DIGITAL BUSINESS IS DISRUPTING business operations like never before

DISRUPTION IS EVERYWHERE

Big change is here due to digitization

2 BILLION Internet users worldwide

40% GROWTH IN DATA generated per year 40 trillion GB by 2020

50 BILLION CONNECTED devices by 2020

75% of internet change arises from conventional industries
A NEW GENERATION OF BUSINESS APPLICATIONS NEED BASED ON:

AGILITY, FLEXIBILITY and SPEED:

DIGITAL BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

THE WORLD’S FIRST

- Service-oriented and event-driven
- Adaptive and systematic development
- High-level application services
- Visual development and native coding
- Cloud, mobile and social
- Big data and the Internet of Things
- Customization through configuration
- Accessible through APIs

Today’s digital business is agile, fast and constantly changing.
Keep pace with the world’s first Digital Business Platform from Software AG.

Find out more about the Digital Business Platform